NASHIA Partners with Karen McAvoy, PsyD, Brain Injury Educational Consulting, LLC
Ft Collins, CO

Is your state:
• Looking for a comprehensive resource on concussion management?
• Working to establish partnerships with medical providers, schools, youth and families around concussion management?
• Seeking training or consultation on concussion management?

These products are your solution

Customize: Dr. McAvoy will personalize REAP, including your state-specific details (personal concussion story, concussion law reference, local resources ... $1,000

Implementation and training:
*Pre-training meeting: (up to 2 hrs) to help ensure the right people attend training and determine benefits of separate trainings for a variety of audience (e.g. physicians, school personnel, families/youth) ...

*Live webinar training: NASHIA will host ...

*Live on-site training: NASHIA will coordinate bringing Dr. McAvoy to your state (cost may vary depending on travel costs and number of trainings, includes honorarium) ...

Consultation: NASHIA will coordinate 4, 1-hour follow-up web-based consultation sessions to assist your state implementation of concussion management protocols ...

*Indirect charges will be applied

About the creator

Dr. McAvoy is a recognized leader in concussion management, return to school, and return to learn. As the author of REAP, a comprehensive, nationally acknowledged concussion management manual, Dr. McAvoy offers a clear plan and interdisciplinary approach for concussion management, including four teams; medical, school physical, school academic, and family. REAP has been customized for numerous states and continues to be the guide of choice, from ED to school to clinic.

Interested?
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